This book is the product of deep, extensive observation and analysis over many years of activity in the business arena. I majored in electronics engineering and then joined NTT, Japan's largest telecommunications carrier. Today, global telecommunications carriers are constantly facing new strategies and organizational reforms as they work toward creating broadband businesses in the severe environment of technological innovations, deregulation, and global competition. At NTT, I worked with exciting businesses involving the development of new products and services and internal corporate ventures in the rapidly changing field of IT and communications. As a result of this, I become deeply aware that the structure itself between strategies and organizations in a corporation is a dynamic living entity in the flow of time from the past, through the present and on to the future, and I feel very strongly that the source of dynamic strategies and organizations is based on the people, groups, and networks of all these entities. In other words, it is 'the importance of people' and 'the importance of nurturing people.' The research issues in this book are to capture realistically along a time axis the dynamics and processes of constantly changing strategies and organizations and to derive a new theoretical framework by which corporations can give birth to new knowledge and innovation. As a practitioner and researcher, my primary goal for the research in this book is how to find a bridge between theory and practice.
To achieve this goal, I have analyzed in considerable detail the thoughts and behavior of partner companies and a large number of actors including customers. In the pursuit of such research issues as how a corporation actually forms strategies and implements them or how corporations rebuild their organization and acquire new organizational capabilities, I conducted a penetrating qualitative study as seen through my own eyes and experiences. Through long periods of field research, I gained many insights and encouragement concerning 'the creation of a future' and 'the realization of a vision' from actors and their lives out in the dynamic business arena. There is also drama in various business activities (from the macro to the micro and in cases of success and failure) where actors' convictions and ideas bring strategies to reality and actors acquire capabilities for their organizations. The deep qualitative study rooted in workplaces in the field identifies the dynamic strategies xi and movements of organizations and the various values of actors in a way that is not possible with a quantitative study that conducts detailed analyses of statistical results obtained from snapshot-type questionnaires.
This book could not be completed without the thorough and strict interaction that I have had with many practitioners and I would like to extend my gratitude to these practitioners. Among them, I would like to express my deep gratitude to Mr Shigeru Ikeda, former Senior Executive VicePresident of NTT and former President of CIAJ. I learned a great deal about methods of change management from Mr Ikeda. I would also like to give deep thanks to the late Mr Norioki Morinaga (former NTT DoCoMo VicePresident) and Mr Shiro Tsuda (former President and former CEO of Vodafone K.K. and a former Vice-President of NTT DoCoMo). Both these people were my immediate superiors (managers at NTT's head office) at the time I joined NTT. They also warmly welcomed me when I was transferred from NTT East to NTT DoCoMo. I also wish to thank my family who supported me when I made the transition from the business world to the academic world. Concerning the publication of this book, the author wishes to extend his appreciation to Mrs Kippenberger, Senior Commissioning Editor, and Ms Pash, Assistant Editor of Palgrave Macmillan, who provided tremendous support.
I still have a considerable quantity of important data, particularly relating to change management that I could only mention briefly here due to the limited space of this book, and I would like to offer these new ideas to readers on another occasion. Finally, I have used material some previously published, and I am deeply appreciative to the following publishers for their permission to reproduce this.
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